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In a restless sea perches a cage: an empty
skeletal form that permits the elements to pass
through its blackish bars. It is a melancholy
relic, a mysterious folly of a thing. With its
dome and rib arches it resembles the gilded
cages, shaped like palaces or temples, used to
house domesticated birds. Beautiful jails.
If you have not been there you might not
recognise that this is the shell of the western pier
pleasure pavilion in Brighton, England. But
since I have, I do. Nevertheless, this is neither
here, nor there, in the scheme of things. This
ghost architecture, added to by bird sounds, the
waves and the strange tones of a musical
instrument, sets the mood and scene for Fiona
Tan’s A Lapse of Memory, 2007. The wrecked
pavilion is a shanty ruin that alludes to a flimsy,
unaccountable and precarious nostalgia.
Tan’s scene moves to the interior space of the
Royal Pavilion, also in Brighton. We never see its
exterior extravagance: John Nash’s fantasia of
orientalist architecture that combines tent and
onion flourishes; a concoction of splendidly
hybridised domes, minarets, balconies and
pagodas that reference the Moghul palaces of
India and Byzantine basilicas. Tan’s story is not
concerned with the hedonistic Regency of George
IV and his seaside trysts with his mistress-wife
Mrs Fitzherbert. Nor the forbidden-ness of this
liaison, which created the need for such a
pleasure-bubble architecture, born of imperial
navigations and false tales. The specifically
historical is not something that Tan pursues. In
fact, it is quite the opposite of her intent.
Dislodging the actual architecture from its
interior by denying the exterior as she does, Tan
perhaps implies a phantasmic link; it is as if the
sentinel ghost pier has a visceral centre, a hidden
tangibility. The interior space we encounter is
intricate and elaborately detailed, but didactically,
diagrammatically outlined rather than actually
organic. It is a chimeric space. Decoration,
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trompe l’oeil effects and objet exotique are the
props of an imaginary topography: a world
within a world, within a world that does not exist
except as imagination and interpretation.
Tan’s camera identifies the painted fronds
of palm trees that articulate the internal domes;
a fabulous gilt dragon holds a chandelier aloft;
carpets and ceilings are delivered as quasicosmological maps and charts; a Mandarin
imp appears from out of a curtain; a Chinese
merchant propositions a maiden with the gift
of pearls. Ziggurat, florette and geometric
patterns fill all visual space; no area is
permitted to be open and clear.
Tan’s scrutiny reveals the palace interior as a
Leibnizian fold of place and space; a multiplicity
of subjectivities, as suggested by Foucault and
Deleuze.1 An apt and evocative setting for a
narrative that entwines the concepts of nomadism
and diaspora, and the intermezzo state she
requests of her character, in which he will perform
his ritualised meanderings as he waits, as the
narrator tells us, for a story he can call home.
There is an abundance of trompe l’oeil
artifice and the painted scenographies depict
ornamental lakes, bird life, pagoda architecture.
Domestic oriental scenes and random filigrees
and emblems pay attention to shadow and
structure: fore, middle and far ground, and
density. However, they are, in reality, flat as a
tack. These fictive oases provide no depth or
real harbour for the traveller who must remain
in a kind of narrative limbo. In seafarer’s
parlance, this place is the equivalent of the
doldrums where boats, with the sails drooping,
remain at the mercy of capricious equatorial
winds and fateful, unplotted fits and starts.
The painted vignettes that offer views of
far-flung destinations are paradoxically ultrainterior spaces conjured by the mind. They are
decorative lacunae: blind spots that obliterate the
possibility of real sight. Created in the Chinoiserie
fashion of faux orientalist motifs by a number of
British and French artisans, they work against
individualisation by means of miniaturisation

and hybridisation. This over-elaborated interior
illustrates Foucault’s proposition of the inside as
a folded operation of the outside; a labyrinthine
and captivating place that disallows linear
development and exterior movement.
Tan’s character ‘Henry’ is not flat, but he is
trapped in this smoothed and folded interior
land. We discover him slowly like a terrain, and
then suddenly, as if he has been spirited into this
place from some other dimension. He stands in
front of a beautiful orientalist scene presented as
if in a theatrical proscenium arch. A vista of
artifice. A parable space. Momentarily Henry
appears disoriented and abandoned. Eventually
his body makes noise and his actions obtain a
kind of self-purpose.
Henry reminds me of Foucault’s
Renaissance ‘madman’ who sets out to sea and
finds himself ‘put in the interior of the exterior,
and inversely … a prisoner in the midst of what
is the freest, the openest of routes: bound fast at
the infinite crossroads. He is the Passenger par
excellence: that is, the prisoner of the passage’.2
Even though he is likely an embodiment of
imaginative personae like Sinbad, Ulysses,
Foucault’s Renaissance sailor, or Coleridge’s
ancient mariner – a stand-in for all fictional
sojourners – Henry has a tangible corporeality,
even if it is frail and ‘worn at the edges’, as the
narrator so beautifully suggests. Perhaps he is a
body-double for Zheng He, the fourteenth
century explorer whose voyages, with Wang
Jinghong, encompassed ports in Southeast Asia,
South Asia and East Africa, and have become
known as ‘Eunuch Sanbao to the Western
Ocean’. Later in Tan’s narrative we are told that
Henry is Ang Lee, a Chinese traveller who
ventures to the new world of the West where he
encounters red hair and long noses. But Ang Lee
is a Taiwanese filmmaker responsible for such
diverse cinematic hits as Sense and Sensibility,
Brokeback Mountain and Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon. Perhaps I misheard ‘Eng Lee’,
and perhaps Henry is, like the Chinoiserie that
surrounds him, lost in translation.
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Henry is Henry and he is his own world. He
has feet with soles softly wrinkled like a
desert-scape. His aged arms have folds of skin
and weight. His skin is luminous, on the way to
transparency, but resists disappearance. His
uniform of undergarments offers a gentle
texture to his being. When he drums himself
with clenched knuckles in preparation for Tai
Chi exercises, his body amplifies like a drum. He
shuffles, grunts, breathes and flinches. Rubbing
his hands together, he makes sounds like
sandpaper against wood.
Henry inhabits this interior as if it were a
ship. He is deck boy and captain of this vessel
that buffets from shore to shore, bumping against
one improbable place to the next. He cleans the
decking and rearranges the cabin. Using a
torchlight – an enlightenment tool – he seeks
knowledge in the red and yellow landscapes that
offer vague accounts of places never visited. He
has a little suitcase and an umbrella: the eternal
accoutrements of the everyman traveller, the
migrant and the outsider. He slips in and out of
wakefulness and slumber. He is a hapless fool
and a wise sage. He is a dispossessed and exiled
monarch: a Lear, a mad King George, and an
Emperor without clothes. Henry is ensnared
within these narratives and myths.
This palace-ship, steered by its improbable
crewman, takes on the tale of all voyages of
discovery pre- and post-colonial. Henry travels
from East to West and then West to East. At
each destination he is foreign and other: pointed
at, feared. He breaks taboos. His actions have
disastrous consequences. He is nostalgic for a
place he cannot remember and has never come
from. He repeats this ritual journey ad infinitum:
his story never ending because he must remain
without a final destination. But he has a destiny,
and that is that he is required to remain
ontologically homeless. His voyage leaves a
phosphorescent trail picked out in lights that
follow in his wake: fragile and ephemeral.
The narrator’s story, too, slips in and out of
sequence. We witness before we are informed

and we are informed before we see. All remains
unstable and quixotic, as it must be in a place
that never was, and by definition of its own myth
and metaphor never will be. The narrator makes
us see things that are not there, and creates
Henry, who is a character in the eccentric space
of topographical fiction – a gentle, yet pernicious
imperial space that implodes upon itself.

Disorient

Another pavilion. This one unadorned and
simple. Modernist in temperament and style it
represents the utopian functionalism of Dutch
architect Gerrit Rietveld, who hoped the plain
formalism of his buildings would advance
openness, and a social learning between
structure and inhabitants; an architecture, he
hoped, in which cognition and the senses would
be enhanced and enabled by the lack of
obstructive and reductive ornamental
eccentricity and bourgeois embellishment.
This is Olanda, Holland, the Netherlands.
A small parcel of land, gravel and built
structure claimed on behalf of its culture in the
Giardini, Venice, Italy, which was once a part
of Byzantium. The pavilion is a shell space in
which different things might dwell, briefly,
during la Biennale di Venezia. I have come to
Venice to view Fiona Tan’s Disorient, 2009.
Tan presents two video works in Disorient.
One is a nomadic account, the other a material
gathering. Neither is like the flat, smooth-space
lands we have previously encountered in the
Chinoiserie concoctions of Henry’s world in
A Lapse of Memory. In this instance the images
that play on the walls are totally different to the
blank illusions that deflect Henry and leave him
abandoned in a no-home place, consigning him
to a perpetual coming-into-being state.
The first seems almost museological. Artefacts
have been gathered and assembled en masse like
an endless cabinet of curiosities. It reminds me of
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the National Museum of Vietnamese History in
Hanoi, Vietnam, where (prior to the United States
trade embargo being lifted in 1994) I saw
nineteenth century wooden cabinets filled with the
evidence of culture – a display indebted to the
French colonial taxonomy I suppose – and of the
Museum Fatahillah (Jakarta History Museum) in
Indonesia, where the Dutch embedded themselves
and their fetishisation of the Balinese.
In Tan’s video fresco, everything is round, like
the brass-bell rotund-ness of the Buddha’s belly:
the body of the decorated ceramic vases; the
plump folds of the stone Ganesh; beads, bowls,
jars and reptilian coiled things. All are spherical,
textured and anti-flat. We pan through this
assortment of things: bird cages (again); chests
of drawers; Indian idols; wooden textures, woven
fabrics, carpets; rich emblems made in dense
earth colours of red and terracotta. All a kind of
tropical, lush forest of cultural signs and things.
Except for the unexpected appearance of a
little ceramic group of figures. I think it’s Mao
and his Children of the Revolution inside a bottle
or some sort of glass cabinet. They are shiny and
colourful and not at all like a relic; more akin to a
nostalgic collectable. Now that I am alert to this
visual intervention, other items seem less secure
in their historical, archaeological place. Television
and computer monitors are also on shelves;
reproduction furniture and collectable icons start
to take on the surface of plastic and modern
materials. They are given equal position in this
increasingly non-hierarchical accumulation of
cultural evidence. Some are there as multiples of
multiples. Questions of authenticity are useless.
One might say all are as authentic as each other.
As if like an object, a male figure
dressed somewhat like a Buddhist monk
– ubiquitously attired in the orange
clothing that has made this religious order
such a favourite with photographers who
love colourful regimentations and lines
of people in robes with umbrellas – lies
napping in a corner. The television monitor
plays a film of Chinese boats punting

along another grand canal. The bridge
looks similar to the numerous Venetian
arches, but is taller, more steeped. The
film is early twentieth century, I guess.
I cannot help but think of Jorge Luis
Borges, to whom Foucault refers in the
introduction to his Order of Things:
This book first arose out of a passage in Borges,
out of the laughter that shattered, as I read
the passage, all the familiar landmarks of my
thought – our thought, the thought that bears the
stamp of our age and our geography – breaking
up all the ordered surfaces and all the planes
with which we are accustomed to tame the wild
profusion of existing things, and continuing long
afterwards to disturb and threaten with collapse
our age-old distinction between the Same
and the Other. This passage quotes a ‘certain
Chinese encyclopaedia’ in which it is written that
‘animals are divided into: (a) belonging to the
Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) suckling
pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs,
(h) included in the present classification, (i)
frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very
fine camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having
just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a
long way off look like flies’. In the wonderment
of this taxonomy, the thing we apprehend in one
great leap, the thing that, by means of the fable,
is demonstrated as the exotic charm of another
system of thought, is the limitation of our own,
the stark impossibility of thinking that.3
Of course, I also think of Foucault. This video
of artefact and archive is filled with depth and
layers, recessed spaces and complicated tunnels.
This multiplicity of representations implies the
sedimentary archaeology of cultural formations.
A voice murmurs in the space. Well
modulated, worldly: world weary in cadence.
A British accent; cultivated, but not aristocratic;
imperial, yet not imperious. It fills space. The
sound of the voice washes the room; it rolls like a
tide around the walls. The voice carries seagulls
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and albatross in its air, and dips and rises with the
waves and wind that push boats through the sea.
In ways, it reminds me of the narrator in Chris
Marker’s 1983 film Sans Soleil. It recalls Henry.
The voice settles in the images of the second
video, even while it appears to also narrate the
wunderkammer of objects in the first. This video
moves between the smooth and striated space
described by Deleuze. The narrator’s voice is
even, formulaic. His words, abbreviated from the
texts of Venetian explorer Marco Polo, catalogue
people and places in a steady, predictable list:
religion, trade, customs, appearance. The same
kind of information now catalogued by the CIA
and its database. The colour of the video has been
calibrated to resemble the saturations of National
Geographic magazine photo-journalism. Even
though Tan’s images are contemporary, they have
the hue of historical document.
The traveller lists his ports – Armenia,
Madagascar, Cathay, Japan and others – and
ticks off his inventory of facts. All the while, the
camera films terrain, faces, crowds and activity in
a smooth taxonomy of Other. Faces stare back
at the intrusive gaze of the camera. Where once
we were led to believe that the averting of eyes
was based on superstition or modesty, we must
now believe this steady returned gaze is a refusal
to passively participate in this ethnic cataloguing.
Along with the disembodied voice we
become one with the eye of the camera,
which passes through clouds and travels over
mountain ranges to deliver us to scenes in which
truck carcasses are carried over rocky ranges,
women pray at a wall, opium poppies bob in the
wind and are then harvested, fireworks explode.
Firecrackers or bombs – I hesitate, in my mind,
to confirm which.
We travel through marketplaces that take on
the appearance of military occupations: an
execution might take place. Surely this is not
enacted for the camera as a journalistic stunt.
The role of the outsider as witness is undoubtedly
compromised. I remember reading a quote by
Harold Evans, the journalist:

People were murdered for the camera: and some
photographers and television camera crew
departed without taking a picture in the hope that
in the absence of cameramen acts might not be
committed. Others felt that the mob was beyond
appeal to mercy. They stayed and won Pulitzer
prizes. Were they right? 4
I did not mean to stray down that path, but
there it was, hidden in a travelogue that appeared
smooth enough but now seems riddled with all
kinds of punctums. Ruptures now seem
inevitable. For instance, the jog of memory that
occurs when I see that the girl who stares out at
the camera bears an uncanny resemblance to the
‘Young Afghan Girl’ famously photographed by
Steve McCurry in 1984; a photograph named
one of the most recognisable cover images of
National Geographic magazine. In Tan’s video
she appears twice: in the market, and at the
scene of seizure in which a man is led away,
presumably to his execution.
Suddenly – disjunctively – the image of the
Dutch Pavilion comes into view. Carefully
dispersed short scenes show the dismantling of the
film set, subtly revealing that the wunderkammer
was filmed in the pavilion itself. The artefacts from
the previous video are assembled on its porch and
inside its white, modernist, open space. Cardboard
boxes that have housed the modern reproductions
of Buddhas and orientalist bric-a-brac are piled
up, waiting for re-filling perhaps, or just unpacked.
A small model of the Dutch Pavilion occupies
space on a wooden shelf. Perhaps we are mistaken
but we can imagine, from a previous minute of
footage, that it has been recently manufactured in
a reproduction furniture workshop in Asia. The
glance of the little pavilion reminds us that we are
in a space within a space, within a place that is
part of the construction of culture. The voice
trails on: cataloguing, generalising; never quite
touching its subject.
Upon leaving the Giardini, I pass iron gates
with doorknobs fashioned as turbaned heads of
Moors. I have noticed these many times over the
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thirty years I have been visiting this city. I am
always struck by the evidence that one is more
polished and shiny than its twin because it is
used: it is the one twisted during each entry and
closure. Other doorknobs demonstrate the
persistence of orientalist designs – florette,
ziggurat and geometric patterns – utilitarian
and incidental objects that hold a history of
geopolitical flux and imperial control. Venice is
a patina of such ornamentalism.
En route I eat a croissant that the people at
Bar da Gino call a brioche, and which the people
at Brunetti’s in Melbourne call a cornetto. Some
say it was invented by a chef by the name of
August Zang in Vienna; others claim it was
created much earlier to celebrate the European
defeat of a Muslim invasion at the Battle of Tours
by the Franks in 732, the shape of the croissant
representing the Islamic crescent. Before I board
the vaporetto I pass the Senegalese street vendors,
also known colloquially as the vu compra, who
peddle knock-off designer bags, belts and
artefacts – the Prada brand in particular.
I travel over water and this reminds me of
Tan’s opening shot in A Lapse of Memory.
Travelling in Venice always reminds me, too,
of Visconti’s Death in Venice, and the music of
Mahler. There are many cultural
constructions of place, and this is one of
them. Gondolas glide by. Later I will be
surprised to have not registered the similarity
of Venetian gondolas and Chinese canal
vessels. It seems obvious once you think about
it. Just as when you think of Italian spaghetti
and Chinese noodles, yum cha and ravioli.
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